View the complete version: Blx

Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 09:09:36
well thats it then. Truck spat its dummy proper. Waitin for the big AA Truck 2 take it to the garage. Heads gone. :-(
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 30-11-2009 09:12:45
Thats a bugger are you going to fix
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 09:14:37
yeah put 2 much into it not to. Well there goes me bumper .
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 30-11-2009 09:16:00
So a stevo head or a engine ??
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 09:18:04
not sure on damage yet. Might av caught it in time. See wat garage says.
Posted by: Hiroler
Date: 30-11-2009 09:25:06
still trying to sell my 2.4 engine might be a cheaper option for you. it was running fine before the V8 took over!
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 30-11-2009 09:27:06
Hiroler wrote:
still trying to sell my 2.4 engine might be a cheaper option for you. it was running fine before the V8
took over!
Bugger you beat me .......anyway yours is a lot nearer :D
And i doubt that bibs would want anything previously owned by LURCH :lol:
Posted by: TobyJug
Date: 30-11-2009 09:45:22
sorry to hear Bib's.......
Hope it's is not to bad..... or costly....
Posted by: Bibs

Date: 30-11-2009 11:16:38
cheers, will let u know wen i get the verdict. Im bloody freezin an all. :-(
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 30-11-2009 11:24:00
Bibs wrote:
Im bloody freezin an all. :-(
Well, go inside then you daft apath!
Sorry about your head, that's never good news - now, are you sure it's the head, and not the gasket.....I'm sorry, I just had
to :D
Posted by: chillitt
Date: 30-11-2009 11:26:18
MudSurfer wrote:
Bibs wrote:
Im bloody freezin an all. :-(
Well, go inside then you daft apath!
Sorry about your head, that's never good news - now, are you sure it's the head, and not the gasket.....I'm sorry, I just had
to :D
Bint! :D
Good luck with the fixing of it Bibs!
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 30-11-2009 11:33:21
Fixed that for you Charlie. ;)
Posted by: Apache
Date: 30-11-2009 11:37:47
Its a no brainer bibs, Ross only wants £200 or so for his engine!
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 30-11-2009 11:41:06
Apache wrote:
Its a no brainer bibs, Ross only wants £200 or so for his engine!
Yeah, and it'll stop me trippin' over it every half hour! :D
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 30-11-2009 11:47:49
Bibs wrote:
well thats it then. Truck spat its dummy proper. Waitin for the big AA Truck 2 take it to the garage. Heads
gone. :-(

Oh wonderfull ! thats a great start to the week. Still we now know whats on top of your chrissie prezzie list to santa.
Good luck and lets hope its a relatively cheap fix
Brummie
Posted by: chillitt
Date: 30-11-2009 12:20:41
bushwhacker wrote:
Fixed that for you Charlie. ;)
I did not say that!!! Help! run away!!!!
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 12:44:46
Apache wrote:
Its a no brainer bibs, Ross only wants £200 or so for his engine!
Hmmmm thats deff an option then if its knackered.
MudSurfer wrote:
Bibs wrote:
Im bloody freezin an all. :-(
Well, go inside then you daft apath!
Sorry about your head, that's never good news - now, are you sure it's the head, and not the gasket.....I'm sorry, I just had
to :D
Couldn't was stuck at the yard in the truck, might be just that yeah - just left it at the garage now, they are going to look
at it this afternoon an let me know.
chillitt wrote:
bushwhacker wrote:
Fixed that for you Charlie. ;)
I did not say that!!! Help! run away!!!!
Ha ha ha ha :lol: :D
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 13:05:36
bushwhacker wrote:
Apache wrote:
Its a no brainer bibs, Ross only wants £200 or so for his engine!
Yeah, and it'll stop me trippin' over it every half hour! :D
It's at yours - ooo you ay far away are you. :D is the gearbox there too? is it a manual? :D
Posted by: Growler
Date: 30-11-2009 13:07:54

Sorry to hear this Viv :(
Hope you get it sorted soon.
Posted by: Hiroler
Date: 30-11-2009 13:12:37
yeah it is still at vince`s the gear box is aswell but its an auto. the engine is fine just had the cambelt done less than
2000Km. the head has also been done before i got it and i have owned it for 3 year with no problems have all receipts for it.
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 13:14:54
Growler wrote:
Sorry to hear this Viv :(
Hope you get it sorted soon.
Thanks Andy. :)
Hiroler wrote:
yeah it is still at vince`s the gear box is aswell but its an auto. the engine is fine just had the
cambelt done less than 2000Km. the head has also been done before i got it and i have owned it for 3 year with no
problems
have all receipts for it.
They not different then (sorry if this is a dumb question) :/
Posted by: Matt
Date: 30-11-2009 13:40:22
That's a bugger Bibs. It's awfully convenient there being an engine in Vince's garage though, with his abilities and all. :D
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 13:48:43
Brummie wrote:
Oh wonderfull ! thats a great start to the week. Still we now know whats on top of your chrissie
prezzie list to santa.
Good luck and lets hope its a relatively cheap fix
Brummie
Even greater thing was it was supposed to be my first day with a new boss an department. An I had to ring in an book a
holiday - great start eh. Bet he's lovin' me. :(
Been waiting for this tbh for the last few months. New rad seemed to have fixed the prob an all. But we'll see ay. Already
found an engine......just waiting confirmation from garage its buggered. :|
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 30-11-2009 14:19:11
Bibs here's something that should raise a smile. When I saw the title of the thread I read it as Bix ???? after I'd read it
through and put my ten pennyworth in I was thinking Bix why the [ Dyslexic swearing ] Bix? it was only after I'd put my
reading glasses on
that I realised you had put Blx. That made sence.
Your having a shit day and I,m having a Durr one. :/ :/
Brummie

Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 14:24:13
Brummie wrote:
Bibs here's something that should raise a smile. When I saw the title of the thread I read it as Bix
???? after I'd read it through and put my ten pennyworth in I was thinking Bix why the [ Dyslexic swearing ] Bix? it was
only after I'd put my
reading glasses on that I realised you had put Blx. That made sence.
Your having a shit day and I,m having a Durr one. :/ :/
Brummie
:lol: :lol: :lol: that did make me smile - consolling myself with Maltesers as we speak. :) :)
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 30-11-2009 14:31:16
wouldn't :beer: :beer: be better or would you end up :drunk: :drunk: :drunk: because of the day your having. I know I
would have a few years ago
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 14:56:17
Brummie wrote:
wouldn't :beer: :beer: be better or would you end up :drunk: :drunk: :drunk: because of the day your
having. I know I would have a few years ago
thats the norm for me so needed something else. :D
Well its confirmed - head gasket gone - getting the head pressure tested an go on from there. :/
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 30-11-2009 15:08:41
I've got everything crossed
Brummie :wideeyed: :wideeyed:
Bugger that made my eyes water :cry1: :cry1: :cry1:
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 15:14:27
Brummie wrote:
I've got everything crossed
Brummie :wideeyed: :wideeyed:
Bugger that made my eyes water :cry1: :cry1: :cry1:
Lol - Well keep um crossed, things are lookin up :D
Posted by: RodLeach
Date: 30-11-2009 15:16:24
Sorry to hear that Bibs!!
Either way.. I'd see Vince! For either a V8 or Hirolers Engine!! Bargains galore in wales this December! :cool:

Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 15:30:21
RodLeach wrote:
Sorry to hear that Bibs!!
Either way.. I'd see Vince! For either a V8 or Hirolers Engine!! Bargains galore in wales this December! :cool:
Cheers Rod. Thats just the lovely welsh peeps all over :D
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 30-11-2009 16:51:13
Any news on the patient yet bibs ?
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 17:37:13
gwh200 wrote:
Any news on the patient yet bibs ?
Yup - fingers crossed I have a new head for about £100, just need to know where it originated from. Don't ask how :whistle:
pressure test for mine is about £50 or so I think so sacking that and buying the head. Saving on labour too. This is the
cheapest (hopefully the best) option atm. If all else fails Hiroler an Bio have engines for sale :D
Posted by: Apache
Date: 30-11-2009 17:58:55
Hmmm... potentially dodgy head as opposed to an engine from someone whos adress is known by all, and who has knees
which can
be damaged like anyone elses :D
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 18:05:12
Apache wrote:
Hmmm... potentially dodgy head as opposed to an engine from someone whos adress is known by all, and who
has knees which can be damaged like anyone elses :D
Know the guy, an know some very dodgy peeps (an he knows it) who will sort it out if it is dodgy if you get my drift :D
But I know what you mean. Plus I aint said I will have it yet until I know where it was bought from. :D
Posted by: meooo
Date: 30-11-2009 20:45:52
Bibs wrote:
Apache wrote:
Hmmm... potentially dodgy head as opposed to an engine from someone whos adress is
known by all, and who has knees which can be damaged like anyone elses :D
Know the guy, an know some very dodgy peeps (an he knows it) who will sort it out if it is dodgy if you get my drift :D
But I know what you mean. Plus I aint said I will have it yet until I know where it was bought from. :D

Bet hes' a scouser :whistle: :whistle:
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 30-11-2009 20:55:40
meooo wrote:
Bibs wrote:
Apache wrote:
Hmmm... potentially dodgy head as opposed to an engine from someone
whos adress is known by all, and who has knees which can be damaged like anyone elses :D
Know the guy, an know some very dodgy peeps (an he knows it) who will sort it out if it is dodgy if you get my drift
:D
But I know what you mean. Plus I aint said I will have it yet until I know where it was bought from. :D
Bet hes' a scouser :whistle: :whistle:
Tut tut Meooo, picking on Steven Gerrard again :rofl:
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 30-11-2009 20:59:12
That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
meooo wrote:
Bibs wrote:
Know the guy, an know some very dodgy peeps (an he knows it) who will sort it out if it is dodgy if you get my
drift :D
But I know what you mean. Plus I aint said I will have it yet until I know where it was bought from. :D
Bet hes' a scouser :whistle: :whistle:
Tut tut Meooo, picking on Steven Gerrard again :rofl:
Lol - what makes you think that?

:whistle:

Posted by: meooo
Date: 01-12-2009 13:17:05
Cos we're ..... THEY'RE...all the same. The people in Chester are too nice, so it has to be a scouse scally thats moved into
the area
Posted by: Apache
Date: 01-12-2009 18:47:52
God, are you a scouser?
Thats why we have such a bad name...
Posted by: steve s
Date: 01-12-2009 19:53:40
:( sorry to hear that

Posted by: Bibs
Date: 02-12-2009 20:52:45
meooo wrote:
Cos we're ..... THEY'RE...all the same. The people in Chester are too nice, so it has to be a scouse
scally thats moved into the area
You know Chester? :)
Posted by: meooo
Date: 02-12-2009 20:55:22
I used to live on the Wirral, (so not a true scouser) and bought my first house in Neston. When I was there Chester was the
toffs place.
Used to "work" @ Vauxhalls Ellesmere Port.
Posted by: Apache
Date: 02-12-2009 21:09:53
from the Wirral :D
What 'we' call a plazzy (plastic) scouser. :lol:
Posted by: meooo
Date: 02-12-2009 21:11:40
But I did marry a real one

30 year ago..........or was it 31?
Posted by: Apache
Date: 03-12-2009 07:35:32
So you're about 40 now then?
Posted by: meooo
Date: 03-12-2009 08:21:01
I wish.... Its only out on the moors down here that they marry @ 10
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 05-12-2009 20:27:14
Update - heads off an completly fooked. Cracked right down the centre near enough the whole length of it... hopefully get it
back sometime next week if all goes well. Fingers crossed. :D
Posted by: Matt
Date: 05-12-2009 20:46:09
At least you know for definite that it was the cause of your problem now though.

Posted by: Bibs
Date: 05-12-2009 20:50:35
Matt wrote:
At least you know for definite that it was the cause of your problem now though.
Yup - can't believe I have been driving round with it like that. Been playin up for months. At least now I know like you
say. :D
Posted by: Matt
Date: 05-12-2009 20:55:33
That's it. If the head had looked perfect, that would have been of more concern than it looking buggered. :D
Posted by: Bibs
Date: 05-12-2009 21:08:00
Matt wrote:
That's it. If the head had looked perfect, that would have been of more concern than it looking buggered.
:D
If the head was perfect I'd have just given up. :hang:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 05-12-2009 22:01:32
Not be long before you're back on the road with it. :) :thumbsup:

